
“The "Manhattan 
Project" approach to 

development of STEM 
education”

http://www.cognisity.how/2016/11/4projects.html



1. Hello. I’m Dr. Valentin Voroshilov. My best recommendations come from my 
students. My resume, my experience, and philosophy are available online. 2

www.Cognisity.How

http://www.cognisity.how/


STEM education has become a priority for the government and 
the business community. I invite everyone to get involved into 
4 educational projects.

1. Physics as an entry in STEM.

2. Universal scale for measuring content knowledge in physics 
as a primer for all STEM subjects.

3. Research facilities specifically designed to study learning and 
teaching processes.

4. Transforming teacher professional development from 
passive into active forms (“growing by doing”).

http://www.cognisity.how/2018/04/EdRole.html



3. First to mention, of 
course, is applications of 
computational physics 
to business. There are 
books, articles, 
conferences.



4. Many 
people 
majoring 
or 
minoring 
in 
physics 
have 
become 
successf
ul 
business
men.



Breaking the Myth of the “Non-Traditional” Physicist” The Real 
Story about Employment for Physics Graduates

Private 
Sector

5. And physics 
is changing 
many other 
human 
practices: 



Methods of 
physics

Biology Medicine

SPORT

6. Biology, medicine, even sport.



7.  But the true importance of physics is not in the computational methods developed 
in it and ready to be deployed in other fields. The true importance of physics is in 
enhancing reasoning abilities of every single person taking physics course.



1
2 2

Physics = Reasoning

+ Mathematics

Everyone who learns physics can learn coding. The opposite ???

Coding = algorithmization (reasoning) +    
programming language (memorizing)

8. Physics is more powerful tool for advancing reasoning abilities than 
mathematics or computer coding!



9. Currently less than a half of high school students take physics classes.



Only four 
Graduates in Ten 
are ready to 
enter 
contemporary 
job market.

10. This means that 60 % 
of high school graduates 
are not ready for the

demands of the contemporary job market. 



New England Section of American Association of 
Physics Teachers petitions to the Governors of the 
states to develop a plan with the goal of having all 
high school students taking physics course by the 
year of 2020.

Physics course for every student! 
Physics into every school!

11. That is why I am asking today all members to join forces and to 
petition the governors to develop a plan with the goal of having all 
high school students taking physics course by the year of 2020. 



12. There are so many people in this room who are much more 
experienced than I to draft such a petition. But I think every 
state should do it independently. Here in Connecticut you can 
tell your governor – “We have to have all our high school 
students taking physics, but if we want to be first in the nation, 
we got to do it fast, I heard guys in Massachusetts want to do 
it, too”. And in Massachusetts we would tell our governor –
“We have to have all our high school students taking physics, 
but if we want to be first in the nation, we got to do it fast, I 
heard guys in Connecticut want to do it, too”.



To the Governor of …
Many people don’t know that nowadays physics methods of analyzing various phenomena 
have spread far beyond the world of physics.
First to mention, of course, is applications of computational physics to business. 
There are books, articles, you name it.
Many people majoring or minoring in physics have become successful businessmen.
But physics is changing many other human practices:
Biology, medicine, even sport.
But the true importance of physics is not in the computational methods developed in it and 
ready to be deployed in other fields. The true importance of physics is in 
enhancing/intensifying logical or reasoning abilities of every single person taking physics 
course.
Currently less than a half of high school students taking physics class.
This means that 60 % of high school graduates are not ready for the demands of the 
contemporary job market.
That is why we are asking today all members to join forces and to petition the governors to 
develop a plan with the goal of having all high school students taking physics course by the 
year of 2020.



Be curious (and a curio)!
Be critical (including yourself)!
Reason!     Doubt!     Innovate!

Use your imagination!
No imagination =>

=> No success!
The future of STEM education solely depends on the imagination of people who 



Wikipedia.org

Hadron Collider
$4.7 billion

Higgs Boson
$13.25 billion

ISS
$85.5 billion

“Manhattan” 
project   $26 billion

(2106 dollars)

Billions of dollars have been spent to build research facilities to study the world



or to conquer the physical 
world.



$3 billion

$6.98 billion

BioGen
$2 billion 
(2015)

$4.8 billion

Billions of dollars are being spent for 
building research facilitates to study 
biology, and medicine.



However, despite the fact that 
too many U.S. schools cannot 
provide sufficient education 
to too many graduates,



Center for 
Fundamental 

Research 
in Education

there are no investments in building research facilities 
designed specifically to studying learning and teaching 
processes.



The Network Science 
project is a three year 
ITEST strategies project designed to engage 120 
disadvantaged high school students (grades 10-
11) and up to 30 high school STEM teachers from 
Boston and New York urban schools in a network 
science research based program, using cutting 
edge computer modeling research technology. 
Working with graduate student mentors, Network 
Science students and teachers will: (a) learn about 
the emerging discipline of network science, (b) 
construct and analyze science networks using 
computations and data visualizations

The Government, the NSF, charitable and 
philanthropic organizations do finance 
various projects in the field, but the 
majority of the projects aim at solving 
social issues, like insufficient teacher 
preparation, adoption of new standards, 
bringing technologies in a classroom, and 
others.



According to Dr. Kauffman and others, the research in the 
field is currently in a pre-science state. Most of the research 
conclusions can be summarized in a single statement: if we 
take two large groups of similar students, and one group of 
students will have a more extensive or divers learning 
experience (for example, more contact hours, or more time 
spent on certain exercises, or training through more, or more 
difficult, or different exercises) students from that group, on 
average, will demonstrate better learning outcomes than the 
students in a controlled group. 
Period. (http://www.cognisity.how/2016/12/handbook.html)

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B006YY1UDM/ref=dp-kindle-redirect?_encoding=UTF8&btkr=1
http://www.cognisity.how/2016/12/handbook.html


“Today only a rare … educator can point to scientific data 
supporting the method ... using or recommended.”      

Dr. Kauffman “Toward a Science of Education”
If we take two large 
groups of students, 
and one group will 
have a more extensive 
or divers learning 
experience, students 
from that group, on 
average, will 
demonstrate better 
learning outcomes. 



This conclusion becomes almost 
obvious if we employ the notion 
that a brain is basically a muscle, 
or a collection of muscles, 
the development 
of which strongly 
correlates with 
the variety and 
intensity of 
exercises it goes 
through during 
its development.



In order to move beyond 
the obvious and to make 
a transition from a pre-
science state (like 
alchemy) to becoming a 
true science (like

chemistry) we have to treat education as space 
exploration, i.e. the field of education needs 
research facilities designated specifically to 
studying learning and teaching processes.



In order to move beyond the obvious and to 
make a transition from a pre-science state 
(like alchemy) to becoming a true science (like 
chemistry) we have to treat education as space 
exploration, i.e. the field of education needs 
research facilities designated specifically to 
studying learning and teaching processes.



A research 
facility for studying 

learning and teaching processes.

What to 
study?

How to 
structure?

But first, two 
questions have to be 
answered:



Ladies and 
gentlemen!    
You have 2 
hours to run!

Children! You have one year to 
learn!
Whoever learns the most –
wins!

I’ve been teaching math and physics for many years, and I know 
that everyone can get an A, but different people need a different 
path and a different time to achieve that. However, teaching today 
is like telling every marathon runner: “You have 2 hours to run, 
whoever runs the farthest – wins.”



Many words are 
said about 
differentiation in 
learning. Those 
words however 
are just 
proclamations 
not based on any 
solid data. 
Nowadays we 
know only in

general how people learn. But we have no idea how 
much time would Ben Smith need to spend to learn 
“Breaking numbers apart by addition”.



ve
rs

us
 

“Breaking numbers apart 
by addition” (5th grade math skill)Let’s

Differentiate 
learning!



Yes, different people 
have different learning 
styles. We know that



But how 
much time 
would it take 
to a child of a 
specific 
gender, race, 
socio-
economic 
background, 
attention 
span, 
temperament, 
and other

individual characteristics to master a given skill of 
a given subject? That we do not know.



For every child, there is 
a finite number of 
individual 
characteristics 
describing his or her 
learning, behavioral, and 
social styles. There is a 
finite number of subjects 
to learn, and within each

subject there is a finite volume of knowledge to learn, and a 
finite number of skills to master. It should take a finite 
amount of time to study all relevant correlations.
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The research facility 
for conducting such a 
study must be 
developed around a 
specifically designed 
school, or a network of 
schools. Each school 
will be the nucleus

of a facility where all students and professionals work 
together, with the whole world watching 24/7 (visit 
https://www.cognisity.how/2018/12/school.html).



Educational 

Psychologists

Teach
ers

Team work 

organizers

Teacher p
rofessio

nal 

development 

specia
list

s



Science

Data mining <=> Data

Data analysis 

Fundamental 
correlations/laws

R&D

Recommendation
Textbooks
Assessments
Apps
Gadgets
…
??? 
No way to predict!

It will generate 
data sufficient 
for promoting 
current 
educational 
research to a 
true science.

The research 
will lead to 
development of 
new teaching 
tools and 
learning aids.



Two of the founders of the 
Breakthrough prize, Mark 
Zuckerberg and Yuri Milner, 
pledged to spend one hundred 
million dollars on the search 
for extraterrestrials. It did not 
occur to them, or to anybody 
else, that for many teachers 
their students do look like 
aliens.



Today I am calling 
on philanthropists 
to spend money on 
building research 
facilities 
designated 
specifically to

studying learning and teaching processes, so in the 
coming decades every educator could point to scientific 
data supporting the method he or she uses, or 
recommends.



“Today only a rare … educator can 
point to scientific data supporting the 
method ... using or recommended.”





Teaching and researching on two continents.



Thank  you!

https://teachologyforall.blogspot.com/

https://www.gofundme.com/teachology

http://teachology.xyz/
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https://teachologyforall.blogspot.com/
https://www.gofundme.com/teachology
http://teachology.xyz/

